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«The goal of reaching a net-zero carbon 
world is just as ambitious, if not more, 
than putting human beings on Mars. »

Christian Mumenthaler, Swiss Re Group Chief Executive Officer



« Economic 
development and ever-
increasing population 
concentration in urban 
centres, alongside 
changes in climate, will 
continue to increase 
losses due to weather 
events in the future. »
Edi Schmid, Chairman of the Swiss Re 
Institute and Group Chief Underwriting 
Officer at Swiss Re
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Climate change is a reality we have been exposed to for many years

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have been able to observe an increasing amount of insured catastrophe losses over the years, mainly due to weather events. As an insurer it is therefore inherently in our interest to understand these losses and the role climate change might have in them. 
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Making Swiss Re more sustainable – our journey

1979

First Sustainability 
Paper published

2003

100% greenhouse gas  
neutral was achieved 
with CO2 reduction 
certificates

2018

Thermal Coal Policy
excludes support to 
companies with >30% 
exposure to thermal coal

2019

First Tax Transparency 
Report published

2020

Oil and Gas Policy 
Update excludes support 
to most carbon intense oil 
and gas companies

Committed to Net-Zero 
Operations

Internal carbon steering 
and carbon removal 
initiatives

Committed to Net-Zero 
across Businesses

Net-zero emissions 
across assets and 
liabilities

1993 

Launch of Annual 
Sustainability Report 

2009

Group-wide 
Sustainability Risk 
Framework established

2014

Co-founder of RE100

2017

Shift of entire investment 
portfolio to ESG 
benchmarks

1975 - 2000 2000 -2010 2010 -2019 TODAY 2030 2050

Swiss Re is also a member or signatory of the following initiatives

Our customers are key to build partnerships that will help further 
the sustainability development goals set by the United Nations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sustainability Risk Framework: Swiss Re’s Sustainable Business Risk Framework identifies and addresses specific sustainability risks across our entire business. It applies to all our business transactions. The SBR Framework consists of two Umbrella Policies – one on Environmental Protection and the other on Human Rights. Based on the Umbrella Policies there are also eight Sector-specific Guidelines (Animal testing, Dams, Defence sector, Forestry/pulp & paper/ oil palm, Mining, Nuclear non-proliferation, Thermal coal and Oil & gas), which specify the implementation of the Umbrella Policies in those sectors and highlight the most salient human rights and environmental issues.Thermal coal policy: Swiss Re excludes business support to companies or projects that have more than 30% of exposure to thermal coalTax transparency report: Oil and Gas policy: From July 2021, we will no longer provide individual insurance covers for oil & gas companies that produce the world’s 5% most carbon intense oil & gas. From July 2023, we will no longer provide individual insurance covers for oil & gas companies that produce the world’s 10% most carbon intense oil & gas.Net-Zero: For every ton of CO2 that cannot be avoided, a ton will be removed from the atmosphere and stored permanently.UNEP Finance Initiative: Partnership between United Nations Environment Programme and the financial sector to mobilize private sector finance for sustainable development. Over 190 institutions, including banks, insurers and fund managers, work with UNEP to understand the impacts of environmental and social considerations on financial performance. Swiss Re became a member in 1995CDP: the Carbon Disclosure Project is an international, not-for-profit organisation providing the only global system for companies and cities to measure, disclose, manage and share vital environmental information. CDP works with market forces to motivate companies to disclose their impacts on the environment and natural resources and take action to reduce them.. Swiss Re became a signatory investor in 2000.UN Global Compact: aims “to mobilise a general movement of sustainable companies and stakeholders to create the world we want.” To make this happen they support companies to do business responsibly and take strategic actions to advance broader societal goals such as the UN Sustainable Development Goals.  PRI: Principles for Responsible Investment is the world’s leading proponent of responsible investment. It works to understand the investment implications of environmental, social and governance (ESG) factors and to support its international network of investor signatories in incorporating these factors into their investment and ownership decisions. ClimateWise: The global insurance industry’s leadership group driving action on climate change risk. The group leverages the insurance industry’s expertise to better understand, communicate and act on climate risks.PSI: Launched at the 2012 UN Conference on Sustainable Development, the UNEP FI Principles for Sustainable Insurance (PSI) serve as a global framework for the insurance industry to address environmental, social and governance risks and opportunities.RE100: The Climate Group is partnering with CDP to encourage the world’s most influential businesses to join RE100 and commit to going 100% renewable. The aim is for at least 100 companies to make a global 100% renewable commitment with a clear timeframe for reaching their goal.Business ambition for 1.5°C: Commitment by companies to set science-based targets aligned with limiting global temperature rise to 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels. Net-Zero Asset Owner Alliance:  International group of institutional investors committing to transition their investment portfolios to net-zero GHG emissions by 2050. 



Enhance and broaden existing 
solutions that protect your 
sustainability opportunities

We de-risk the investments that you 
make into new sustainable technologies 

and provide you with risk expertise.

E.g. Renewable Energy Industry Solution
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Swiss Re Corporate Solutions has developed a sustainability 
framework that centers around three themes

Lead the market
in running our business

in a sustainable way

We walk the talk and since there is a lot we 
can do together, we are happy to partner 

and engage with you on the topic.

E.g. Sustainability Risk Framework

Protecting Your 
Sustainability 
Opportunities

Provide market leading breadth
of solutions for your sustainability 

risk management

We are willing to go beyond risk transfer 
products to help you understand your 

sustainability risks and we provide 
capacity for insurable risks.

E.g. Parametric Weather for Energy / 
non-Energy industries

Sustainability Risk 
Management

for You

Enhancing our 
Sustainability 

Leadership

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Renewable Energy Industry Solution: By providing insurance for renewable energy projects, the risks the client faces by pursuing those projects are reduced, which increases ease of access to capital and ultimately makes it easier for client to carry out said projectParametric Weather for Energy/non-Energy industries: FLOW solution: parametric river water level for industries dependent on river transport Sustainability Risk Framework: Excludes certain type of business because it does not meet Swiss Re’s sustainability standards (see notes on previous slide for detail)
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Swiss Re Corporate Solutions has already 
provided many solutions to clients

We aim to be your preferred partner as you build 
towards a more sustainable future

Renewable Energy
End-to-end Industry Solution

Solar Production Guarantees
Certainty of income 

Subsidy insurance
Insuring subsidy losses due to delays 

Mining Rehabilitation
End of lifetime guarantee 

Infrastructure
Brenner railway tunnel insurance

Barrier Reef Protection
Parametric protection against hurricane damage

FLOW
Parametric water-level insurance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FLOW: Parametric water-level insuranceDesigned for business that suffer a loss because the river is below – or above – a certain water levelIndex-based and references measured water levels at defined river gaugesPayout is a fixed amount e.g. per day the index remains beyond the defined threshold valuePayout amounts look at a number of factors: e.g. loss of revenue due to business interruption, increased cost of operation, extra expenses to mitigate situation or establish alternatives, expenses not covered by traditional insurance policiesTerm: up to 3 yearsCapacity: up to USD 50mPayout: within 21 days of triggered coverageRenewable Energy: End to End Industry solution: From design to fabrication, installation, testing and commissioningWe insure 4000 solar and wind farms Sum insured or MPL: USD 100’000 to 1 billion if necessary We offer Project-specific insurance solutions associated with the construction and operation of the plants (e.g. constructions, delay in start-up, business interruption, 3rd party liability, construction plant & equipment, marine cargo)Property & Casualty exposure of plants in operationWeather-related volume exposureElectricity price volatility combined with unplanned power outagesSustainable because: it supports the transition to renewable energySolar Production Guarantees:Guarantees solar PV production (MW)Up to a 10 year durationPartnership with an innovative start up companyProven to improve funding conditionsSustainable because: Supports / Enables the investment into renewable energy by providing certainty of the income levelSubsidy Insurance: Insuring subsidy losses due to delays in sustainability-linked projectsTriggered by deadline being missed due to physical damage on site or on supplier siteTraditional Delay-In-Startup (DSU) insurance does not cater for loss of subsidies, whereas the Subsidy Insurance doesParametric insurance Sustainable because: Supports sustainability-linked projects by covering losses in pre-agreed subsidiesMining Rehabilitation: Rehabilitation Bond covering the rehabilitation of a mine after its lifetimeReimbursement upon counterparty defaultLong tenor (40 – 50 years)Sustainable because: Ensures that the mined area is return to its original state after the extraction of raw materialsBarrier Reef Protection: Protection of coral reef and beach in Mexico against hurricane damage.Parametrically triggered pay-out based on wind speeds.Funded by government and tourist industry.Sustainable because: Enables the regeneration of coral reef / beach..Infrastructure: Brenner tunnel:Insurance leader for Austrian side of project and co-leader for Italian sideUnderwriting of risk and physical examinationMeeting clients’ local regulation and risk management requirementsSustainable because: The project will not only improve passenger travel through Europe but also help shift the European freight sector from road to rail 
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The SONAR reports, published annually by the Swiss Re 
Institute, outline emerging risks based on early signals 

gathered throughout the year. Sustainability is a key topic. 

Moving to a 
low carbon 

future

Carbon 
removal and 

insurance

Removing carbon dioxide from
the atmosphere and storing it 

permanently is the only way to limit 
global warming to well below 2°C 
according to most climate models. 

To reach the 2°C target set by 
the Paris Agreement in 2015, 

economies will  need to be 
transformed. 

Examples from 
2020 report

Preparing the future: 
emerging risks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Moving to a low carbon future: This transition will lead to risks and opportunities in energy production, construction and manufacturing, transport, forestry and agriculture. Building on its core expertise and tradition re/insurance can offer risk transfer solutions, investments and risk through leadershipCarbon removal and insurance: Accordingly, by 2050, the carbon removal industry is expected to grow to the size of the current oil & gas industry. The Negative emission technologies (NET) necessary to make it happen present a wealth of new risks and opportunities for insurance offerings and investments.



Thank you!

Contact us
Follow us
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Patrizia Kern
Marine Head
patrizia_kernferretti@swissre.com

Adam Younes
Sustainability Initiative Lead
adam_Younes@swissre.com

Roberto Spanu
Senior Risk Engineer Marine
roberto_Spanu@swissre.com

https://www.linkedin.com/company/swiss-re-corporate-solutions/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCLmZ0dog85dBH3AkrXRB6Qw
mailto:patrizia_kernferretti@swissrew.com
https://twitter.com/swissre_CS
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Legal notice

©2019 Swiss Re. All rights reserved. You may use this presentation for private or internal purposes but note that any 
copyright or other proprietary notices must not be removed. You are not permitted to create any modifications or 
derivative works of this presentation, or to use it for commercial or other public purposes, without the prior written 
permission of Swiss Re.

The information and opinions contained in the presentation are provided as at the date of the presentation and may 
change. Although the information used was taken from reliable sources, Swiss Re does not accept any responsibility 
for its accuracy or comprehensiveness or its updating. All liability for the accuracy and completeness of the 
information or for any damage or loss resulting from its use is expressly excluded. 
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